
APPENDIX 3

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL 
COMMITTEE FOR ALLERDALE HELD ON TUESDAY 6 NOVEMBER 2018 AT 
10.00 AM AT WIGTON MARKET HALL, CHURCH STREET WIGTON

’43. A595 PETER LANE TO THURSBY ROUNDABOUT - EXISTING NATIONAL 
SPEED LIMIT: PROPOSAL TO REDUCE TO 50MPH SPEED LIMIT

The Local Committee considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy 
and Infrastructure which advised Allerdale Local Committee of the outcome of 
informal consultation that was carried out in relation to the proposal to reduce the 
speed limit at the above location.  The proposal was generally well received, and 
this report sought approval to undertake statutory consultation and advertising of the 
proposal and to proceed to implementation should there be no unresolved 
objections.  

The Local Members for both the Thursby and the Dalston and Burgh divisions had 
campaigned for a number of years for a reduction in the speed limit on this stretch of 
road given local road safety concerns.  In order to address these concerns, an 
independent Engineering Safety Study was carried out during 2016/17.

The study showed that over the period from 1 January 2011 up to 31 December 
2015, a total of 43 collisions took place with severities of 36 slight, 6 serious and 
one fatality.

Although the speed survey data recorded at two points on the road section revealed 
neither the mean speeds (48.8mph & 47.2mph) or the 85%ile speeds (55.3mph & 
53.6mph) were in excess of the existing speed limit (60mph)  Travelling too fast for 
conditions was a suspected causation factor in 5% of all the recorded collisions.

The Local Committee noted that the length of the A595 between Nealhouse and 
Peter Lane roundabout lay within the Carlisle district, and that a separate report 
would be presented to them for consideration.  

Traffic data had also been obtained following concerns of speeding on the A595 
between Thursby Roundabout and junction to Matty Lonning, Thursby.  This 
highlighted that the average speed of traffic was 51.6mph, but the 85%ile speeds 
were 58mph.  Whilst this does not highlight an issue with speed at the existing 
national speed limit, this would be considered an issue should the proposed 50mph 
speed limit be implemented.



RESOLVED, that

(1) the Local Committee DO NOT agree to proceed to statutory 
consultation and advertisement to introduce a 50mph speed 
limit on the A595 between the District Boundary at Nealhouse 
and Thursby Roundabout; a distance of approximately 1.4 
miles, as shown on the plan attached as Appendix 2 of the 
report;

(2) Members asked that this decision be brought to the attention 
of the Carlisle Local Committee at the earliest opportunity.’


